What’s new in ACDSee Photo Editor 2008

Advanced text features
Create Custom Text Paths
Add interest to your layout with text that follows your own path. Use
the drawing tools to create paths that follow elements in your layout,
like the hem of a dress or the flow of a river. Select the Text Tool, then
Path and Bind to Path to type directly on your custom path. It’s never
been easier to create just the look you want.

`

Try new Preset Text Paths
Use the preset text paths to complete your projects even faster. Just type
the text you want and click on Path on the tool bar. Select one of a
number of interesting designs, including the new Spiral, Bracket,
Curlicue, Flower, Star, Heart or Leaf paths.

Create Custom Text Shapes
Photo Editor 2008 makes it even easier to add journaling elements to
your project. Use the shape drawing tool and select Object | Make
Text Shape to wrap your words inside your choice of over 400 available
shapes. You can even draw your own custom shape with the Smooth
Polygon Tool. Add large journaling blocks into these shapes with ease,
by typing inside the shape or pasting your text in from word processing
programs like Microsoft Word.
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Powerful layout tools
Start with Designer Templates
When you need inspiration to help you get started, try one of Photo
Editor’s templates, designed by top designers Andrea Gold, Maggie
Lamarre, and Vicki Stegall. Just click File | New From Template and
browse through them. Or design your own layouts and save them
as templates for future use

Apply Adjustments Dynamically
With Photo Editor 2008’s new Dynamic Adjustments, you have the freedom to
experiment. Apply one or more of over 70 effects like Sepia and Gaussian Blur
with the peace of mind of knowing that your original image stays intact. Quickly
modify existing effects, switch their order for a different result, delete an effect, or
remove them from the object altogether.

Rotate your Crop
With Photo Editor 2008, your cropping selection can easily be rotated to
achieve exactly the look you want!
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Trim to Shape
Quickly crop an image with any shape with Photo Editor’s new Trim to
Shape feature. Use the Shape Tool or create a custom shape or use an
object in your layout as the crop outline for your favorite photo. Simply
click the Trim to Shape button and create a uniquely shaped image.

Attach Masks
Use a shape or image object to ‘knock out’ areas of another image. The
effect is similar to Trim to Shape, but using masks preserves the original
image and allows you to blend it with the mask. You can easily remove
the mask by selecting Image | Mask | Detach Mask.

Try the new Drop Shadow
Photo Editor 2008’s new default drop shadow provides a more realistic look.
Opacity controls are now built directly into the drop shadow dialog for improved
ease of use.
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Enhanced Usability
Experience Speed
Complete projects more quickly with the improved speed of ACDSee Photo Editor 2008.

Save to Web
Easily export your photos to JPEG, GIF, or PNG format and preview the
results with the new Save to Web feature.

Paste and place
Choose the exact place where you want to paste your objects with the
new Paste and Place option. Copy objects and then activate the place
cursor by choosing Edit | Paste and Place.

Easily select overlapping objects
Selecting overlapping objects is now even easier with the Select
submenu. In an area where objects overlap, right-click and use the
Select submenu to select the appropriate object. Objects are listed
according to their stacking order, with the top object first
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Use brushes
Easily open, load and use brush files to enhance your layouts. Open an Adobe Photoshop (.ABR) or Corel Paint
Shop Pro (.JBR, .PBR) brush file and define up to ten selected objects as brushes with the Object | Create Brush
command.

